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Invite or Request Suggestions from Employees and Customers
We love hearing from our customers. To help us build the best version of Word ever, we have partnered with UserVoice, a third-party service, to

create this site to hear your ideas and suggestions.

Corporate Team Building Events, Activities and Games
2. Shall we have a 15 minute break? a) How about next Friday? b) Shall we keep working until the coffee comes? c) Well we're going to have to

bite the bullet on this sooner or later.

BBC Learning English
Google says it worked closely with linguists to build an AI model that "incorporate[s] the complexity and nuance" of grammar correction.

Bing Ads Feature Suggestions: Top (2897 ideas) - UserVoice
if it's a suggestion from your browsing history that you want to delete, what you have to do is as follows: go to the Chrome history page (by

pressing ctrl+H), then search for the term that summons these suggestions. note the dates that you have visited these sites. then return to the main
history viewing page (by pressing ctrl+H again) go to the dates that you have visited the sites, then ...

Got an idea? - UserVoice
ISLAMABAD: The Supreme Court on Wednesday asked Attorney General Anwar Mansoor to get instructions from the government and assist

the court regarding suggestions put forth by the Federal Board of ...

Google rolls out Grammar Suggestions to all G Suite ...
Perspective is an API that uses machine learning to spot abuse and harassment online. Perspective scores comments based on the perceived
impact a comment might have on a conversation, which publishers can use to give real-time feedback to commenters, help moderators sort

comments more effectively, or allow readers to more easily find relevant information.
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